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Abstract: A recent application of an index relation of 
the form, dim ker M  — dim ker = v , to the gen­
eration of chiral fermions in a vector-like gauge theory is 
reviewed. In this scheme the chiral structure arises from 
a mass term with a non-trivial index.The essence of the 
generalized Pauli-Villars regularization of chiral gauge the­
ory,which is based on this mechanism,is also clarified.




The notion of index plays an important role in quantum field theory. 
The best known example may be the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [1] and 
chiral anomaly. In a recent article, Jackiw [2] accounted his encounter 
with the notion of index in the study of chiral anomaly and emphasized 
the importance of various indices . The Riemann-Roch theorem ,which 
may be regarded as a part of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem .appears 
as a ghost number anomaly [3] in two-dimensional quantum gravity. The 
Witten index in supersymmetric theory [4] is also related to some of 
topological anomalies [5].
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The index associated with a linear operator M  is written as
dim ker M  — dim ker M * =  v  (1)
where v  stands for an integer and it is called an index. The above form 
of index is also called an analytic index. In eq.(l) dim ker M  stands for 
the number of normalizable solutions un of
M u n =  0 (2)
The index relation (1) is also written as
dim ker M^M  — dim ker =  v  (3)
The equivalence of these two specifications is seen by noting that Mu =  
0 implies M^Mu  =  0. Conversely, M u  — 0 implies (M^ M u ,u )  — 
{Mu, Mu)  =  0 and thus M u =  0 if the inner product is positive definite.
The index is an integer and as such it is expected to be invariant under 
a wide class of continuous deformation of parameters characterizing the 
operator M.
In the present article, I would like to review a recent application of the 
notion of index to the generation of chiral fermions via a mass matrix with 
a non-trivial index. The basic mechanism of the generalized Pauli-Villars 
regularization of chiral gauge theories, which is based on this scheme, is 
also clarified.
II. Chiral fermions in a vector-like scheme and a mass matrix 
with non-trivial index
The fundamental fermions appearing in the unified theory of electro- 
weak interactions have a chiral structure. At this moment, it is not known 
how this chiral structure arises ; it might be that the basic structure of 
nature has a chiral structure. On the other hand, in. some models of 
fundamental fermions such as a vector-like scheme, one envisions the ap­
pearance of the chiral structure as a result of some dynamical effects. 
Although no definite dynamical mechanism which realizes this idea is 
known, the recent suggestion by Narayanan and Neuberger[6]on the basis 
of an analytic index gives an interesting and suggestive kinematical pic­
ture. To be specific, their idea is to start with a vector-like Lagrangian
A n a ly t ic  In d e x  a n d  C h r ia l  F e rm io n s 1 1 1
for an S U ( 2 ) x U ( l )  gauge theory, for example, written in an abbreviated 
notation
C L =  i>i-yflD lit p (4)
with
9  = - m  -  igT‘W; -  »(l/2)9'n i?„) (5)
and Y i  =  1/3 tor quarks and Yl — —1 for leptons. The field V’ in (4) is 
a column vector consisting-of an infinite number of S i ! (2) doublets, and 
the infinite dimensional nonhermit ian  mass matrix M  satisfies the index 
condition
dimker (M^M) — d im k e i (M  M^) =  3 (6)
and d im ker(M M ^ )  =  0.
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0 0 0 0 m 2 0 . .
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the fermion V’ is written as
f  f a  > (  f a  >
V>2
i ’ L - i  1 -  7 5 ) / 2
V»4





We thus have 3 massless left-handed SU(2) doublets 0 i ,0 2, 03, and an 
infinite series of vector-like massive SU(2) doublets 0 4, 05,... with masses 
m i,m 2, .. as is seen in1
+ ^ 3 *  ^ ( ~
+ 0 4(i ^  -  m i)04 + 0 5(i ^  -  m2)05 + ... (9)
An infinite number of right-handed fermions in a doublet notation are 
also introduced by( again in an abbreviated notation)










for leptons, and the mass matrix M' satisfies the index condition (6) but in 
general it may have different mass eigenvalues from those in(7). After the 
diagonalization of M' with non-zero eigenvalues m'v m'2, ..., 0 is written 
as
(  04 \ ( <i>\ \
0 5  0 2
0L =  (1 -  75)/2 06 , 0n = (1 +  75)/2  03 (13)
04
■ )  )
10ne may introduce constant complete orthonormal sets {u„} and {«„} defined by 
= 0 for n = —2,—1,0,
M*Mun = m *,M M hn = m*vn for n = 1,2,...
by assuming the index condition (6). One then has Mun — m„vn for m„^0 by 
choosing the phase of vn and Mun = 0 for m„ = 0 . When one expands
= 0n+ 3un, 0« — YlT=i 0n+ 3vn
one recovers the mass matrix (7) and the relation (9).
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Here, <£i, 02,and <pz are right-handed and massless, and $4, 05, .... have 
masses
C r  =  h *
+ ^3*  ^ ( —^ ~ ) 0 3
+^4(1 ^  — Tn'x)<f> 4  +  ^5(1 ^  — m'2)<f> 5 +  ... (14)
with
f t  =  7M(dM — i( lf2)g'YfiBli) (15)
The present model is vector-like and manifestly anomaly-free before 
the breakdown of parity (6);after the breakdown of parity,the model still 
stays anomaly-free provided that both of M  and M ' satisfy the index 
condition (6). In this scheme, the anomaly is caused by the left-right 
asymmetry, in particular, in the sector of (infinitely) heavy fermions; in 
this sense, the parity breaking (6) may be termed ’’hard breaking”. Unlike 
conventional vector-like models with a finite number of components[7], 
the present scheme avoids the appearance of a strongly interacting right- 
handed sector despite of the presence of heavy fermions.
The massless fermion sector in the above scheme reproduces the same 
set of fermions as in the standard model. However, heavier fermions have 
distinct features. For example, the heavier fermion doublets with the 
smallest masses are described by
+4>4i% { d ll -  i { l /2)g 'YRB ll)(f>4 -  m ' $ 4<j>4 (16)
The spectrum of fermions is thus doubled to be vector-like in the sector 
of heavy fermions and ,at the same time, the masses of ip and <p become 
non-degenerate, i.e., As a result, the fermion number anom­
aly^] is generated only by the first 3 generations of light fermionsjthe 
violation of baryon number is not enhanced by the presence of heavier 
fermions. The masses of heavy doublet components in ip are degener­
ate in the present zeroth order approximation. If one lets all the masses 
mi, m2,..., m'j, m'2, ... to 0 0  in the above model, one recovers the standard 
model.
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Apparently, the present mechanism of generating chiral fermions does 
not explain a basic dynamics which is responsible for the chiral structure. 
Nevertheless, this kinematical picture is attractive and might pave a way 
to a more fundamental understanding of the chiral structure.
If one assumes that those masses appearing in (9) and (14) are large 
but finite, for example, about a few TeV and heavier, one obtains a gen­
eralization of the conventional vector-like model. The creation of realistic 
non-vanishing masses for known light quarks and leptons , which are 
massless’in the above scheme, by the Higgs mechanism and the physical 
implications of the model are discussed in Ref.[9].
III. G eneralized Pauli-Villars regularization
The most important feature of the vector-like scheme described in 
Section 2 is that all the heavier fremions decouple in the limit of large 
fermion masses
m i, ... —► oo
m  —> • 0 0  (1 7 )
in (9) and (14). In the phenomenological level, this property ensures that 
those heavier fermions do not spoil the successful aspects of the Weinberg- 
Salam theory.
This decoupling of heavy fermions also implies that those fermions, if 
suitably formulated, can be used as regulator fields. In fact, the recent 
formulation of the generalized Pauli-Villars regularization of chiral gauge 
theory by Frolov and Slavnov [10] is based on this property, which in turn 
led to the vector-like formulation of Narayanan and Neuberger [6]. To be 
definite , the chiral theory which we want to regularize is defined by
=  i 1/) $  (18)
where
9  =  • m - w w n
= -  igA„(x))  (19)
In the Euclidean metric we use , the Dirac operator P  is formally her- 
mitian.
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The generalized Pauli-Villars regularization of (18) is defined by 
C =  i>i flhl> -
+ 0* -  (f>M'<f> (20)
where
i ’R =  l +  7s)V> , i>t, =  ^ ( i  -  7s)V> 
and the infinite dimensional mass matrices in (20) are defined by
(21)
M  =
A /A /t  =
M ' =
0 2 0 0 \
0 0 4 0 •••
0 0 0 6 •••
••
/ 0

















A =  (Af')t
(22)
where A is a parameter with dimensions of mass. The mass matrix thus 
carries a unit index
dim ker M^M — dim ker MM* =  1 (23)
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The fields ip and <p in (20) then contain an infinite number of com­
ponents , each of which is a conventional 4-component Dirac field;^(x) 
consists of conventional anti-commuting (Grassmann) fields , and (p(x) 
consists of commuting bosonic Dirac fields.
The Lagrangian (20) is invariant under the gauge transformation
ip(x) —* ip'(x) =  U(x)ip(x)=exp[iwa(x )T a]ip(x) 
ip(x) —► ifi{x) =  ip(x)U(x)t 
(p(x) —► <p'{x ) =  U(x)<p(x)
<p(x) —► <p'(x) = <p(x)U(x)t 
^  -  f t  =  U(x) 0 U ( x ) t.
The Noether current associated with the gauge coupling in (20) is defined 
by the infinitesimal change of matter variables in (24) with kept fixed
(24)
C  =  flip' -  i>LMip'R — ^ RM^ip'L 
+?* W  -
= - { D tiw )aJ ,ia{x) +  C
with
J ,M(x ) =  ip{x)Ta^ >lip(x) +  <p{x)Ta^>t<P{x). 
Similarly , the U(l) transformation
ip(x) —► eta^ ip (x )  , ip(x) —» ip(x)e~ta^  
<P{x) -► eia^<P{x) , f ( x )  -* $ ( x ) e - iaW
g iv e s  r is e  to  th e  U ( l )  fe rm io n  n u m b e r  c u r re n t
+  ^ ( x ^ t ^ x ) .
T h e  c h ir a l  t ra n s fo rm a tio n
0 (x )  —. e lir*x *'n’i p ( x ) , ip —t t/>(x)e't,<*>1'  
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gives the U (l) chiral current
Js{x) =  +  ? ( * b  %<KX)- (30)
Considering the variation of action under the transformation (25) and
(27) , one can show that the vector currents (26) and (28) are naively  
conserved 2
d ^ z )  =  0
whereas the chiral current (30) satisfies the naive  identity 
dftJ^ix) =  2iij>LMi(>ji -  2itj)RM ^ L  + 2i<£M,75<£.
(31)
(32)
The quantum theory of (20) may be defined by the path integral, for 
example ,
< tf)(x)Ta'y*ltl>(x) > =  Jdy, tp(x)Ta7*V(X
The path integral over the bosonic variables <f> and <f> for the Dirac operator 
in Euclidean theory needs to be defined via a suitable rotation in the 
functional space.
D e f i n i t i o n  o f  c u r r e n t s  i n  t e r m s  o f  p r o p a g a t o r s
We now define the currents in terms of propagators to clarify the basic 
mechanism of generalized Pauli-Villars regularization [11]. The basic idea 
of this approach is explained for the un — regular ized  theory in (18) as 
follows : We start with the current associated with the gauge coupling
2The fact that the regularized currents satisfy anomaly-free relations (31) shows 
that the regularization (20) is ineffective for the evaluation of possible anomalies in 
these vector currents. In particular, this scheme works only for anomaly-free gauge 
theory.
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<  'l>(x ) r V ( —^ ) 0 (*) >
=  iim < r ? ( » ) r v ( ^ M * )  >y~+* z
= -  iim < r ( r ) k 7^ ( ^ ) w * « ( i ) ^ ( y )  >y—x z
= J I ? J r [ r v ( ^ ! p ) T ^ < S ( z - y ) ]  (34)
where we used the anti-commuting property of \f> and the expression of 
the propagator
<  r > ( i ) v ( y )  > =  -  v )  (3 5 )
The trace in (34) runs over the Dirac and Yang-Mills indices. We now 
notice the expansion
1
i  1 J)
1
* $  +  9 4  
1 1 / „  1
i 0  +  * V
+ i l ( _ s ^ r « ( _ s * )i 7  +
(3 6 )
When one inserts (36) into (34) and retains only the terms linear in A bu(x) 
, one obtains
U m r r t r v f ^ J ^ ' r V t W ^ *  -  y)]
=  • U m / ^ , r r [ T V ( ^ ) ^
xJ(z -  z) T V t^ i5(x -  y)]gA\,(z) (37)
where the derivative acts on all the x- variables standing on the right 
of it in (37). If one takes the variational derivative of (37) with respect 
to g A l { z )  , one obtains
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J im  -  , h l' T t ± S ( *  -  » ) ]
= lim /  —  d T r f r y f 1y ™J (2tt)4 (2tt)4 1 7 [ 2 } U  f  7 jT
= /  ( S ^ ’C-1) /  | k r [ r / ( I ^ ) ^ r y (i ± * ) i ](2 tt)4
=  /  A * L e -w (* -* )n a6(g) J (2tt)4
(2tt) H i r
(38)
where we used the representations of ^-function
«*-»> = J w ^ K (39)
The last expression in (38) stands for the vacuum polarization tensor. 
Namely , one can generate the multiple correlation functions of currents 
0 Ta7M( i ^ ) ^  in the perturbative sense by taking the variational deriv­
ative of (34) with respect to gauge fields Aa . This idea also works for 
the non-gauge currents (28) and (30). We emphasize that we always take 
the limit y =  x first before the explicit calculation , and thus (34) differs 
from the point-splitting definition of currents.
We now generalize the above definition of currents for the theory 
defined by (20). For this purpose , we rewrite (20) as
£  =  (40)
with
V  =  P  +  i M ( l + 7 s ) + iM t( 1 75'
V  =  p  +  iM'.  (41)
The gauge current (26) is then defined by
11
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J M°(x) =  lim {< T*i>(y)Taj ^ { x )  > +  < T*<f>{y)TaY<f>{x) >}
y - + x
= lim {— < r r ^ ( * ) f ( y )  > +  < T*Ta'y'*<t>{x)$(y) >}
y —* x
=  H T T ^ “( h - h ) S ( x - y)] (42)
where trace includes the sum over the infinite number of field compon­
ents in addition to Dirac and Yang-Mills indices. The anti-commuting 
property of ij>(x) and the commuting property of <j>(x) are used in (42). 





P 2 + jAftAf(1 + 75) + \ M M \ { \  -  75)
f i t
2 > 2 +  M tM
[ 0 - < A f t ( i ± 2
2 > 2 +  M M t
1 - 7 5
]
) -  * M ( ^ ) ]
(2 y ) t
l
{ V ) \ v
1
ip2 +  (M ')2
( 0  -  * M ').
We thus rewrite (42) as
(43)
T r  
=  Tr { - ^ v  ( i i £ )  E  w 1




2 ' £ r  +  (2 n A )’ 
1
^ r  +  l(2 n  + l)A]J
^ 5 ( x
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\ T r
\ T r
■rpa ft ( —l ) w Iff1 1
. 7 „ £ L  p a + < » A ) V (* -  v)
+ i r r  - i T ‘y ‘‘i s^ S [ x  -  y)
r v / M W ^ t *  -  »)
+iTr t ' Y k j q K 1  -  y ) (44)
where we explicitly evaluated the trace over the infinite number of com 
porients and used the fact that the trace over an odd number of 7 -matrices 
vanishes. We also defined f ( x 2) by
/ ( * 2)
^  ( - l ) V
n£?oo X2 +  (n A )2 
( nx/ A)  
sinh(rrx/A)
(45)
This last expression of (45) as a sum of infinite number of terms is given 
in Ref.[10]. The regulator / ( x 2), which rapidly approaches 0 at x 2 =  00, 
satisfies
/ ( 0 )  =  1
x 2f ( x 2) =  0 f o r  x —► 0 
/ ( + 00) =  / ' ( + 00) =  /" (+ 00) =  • • • =  0 
c2f ' ( x 2) 0 f o r  x —» 00. (46)
T h e  essen ce  o f  th e  g e n e ra liz e d  P a u li * V i l la r s  re g u la r iz a t io n  (!?0 )  is  thus  
s u m m a r iz e d  in  te rm s  o f  re g u la r iz e d  c u rre n ts  as fo llow s:
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+ - T r
2 T aY i s - ^ . b { x  -  y )l Ip }
< V’( * b  > p v
= lim {  ]-Tr  
v->* [ 2
f / W A 2) ^  S ( x - y )
+ \ T r
1
7 ^75 T p s (x ~ y )
<  4 i x ) j ^ 5{^ - - ^ ) i i ) { x )  > p v
=  lim { ^ T t' 
y->T 2
Y l b f i P 21 l ^ ) - ^ S { x  -  y)
1
i  P




In the left-hand sides of (47)~(49), the currents are defined in terms of 
the original fields appearing in (18). The vector U( 1) and axial-vector 
currents written in terms of the original fields in (18) are identical , but 
the regularized versions ,i.e., (48) and (49) are diiferent.: In particular , 
the vector (7(1) current,i.e.,(48) is not completely regularized. See also 
Refs.[6] and [12]. This reflects the different form of naive identities in
(31) and (32) ; if all the currents are well regularized , the naive form 
of identities would also coincide. We emphasize that all the one-loop 
diagrams are generated from the (partially) regularized currents in (47) 
~  (49) ; in other words ,(47) ~  (49) retain all the information of the 
generalized Pauli-Villars regularization (20).
I V .  G e n e r a l i z e d  P a u l i - V i l l a r s  r e g u l a r i z a t i o n  a n d  a n o m a l i e s
As is seen in (47), the possible anomalous term of the gauge current 
which contains 75 is not regularized. The generalized Pauli-Villars reg­
ularization of chiral gauge theory thus works only for the theories which 
contain no gauge anomaly [10]. In an anomaly-free gauge theory such as 
the Weinberg-Salam theory, the U(l) fermion number anomaly is physical 
and interesting. In the generalized Pauli-Villars regularization in (20), the
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possible anomalous term of the U(l) current
<  ? ( * b M(— >pv (50)
is not regularized, since the term which contains 75 is not regularized in 
(48). On the other hand, the “axial-current”
<  ^ ( x b ' b s t M r ^ W * )  > p v  (5 i)
which is identical to (50) in the un-regulajrized theory, is in fact different 
in the generalized Pauli-Villars regularization in (49) and the possible 
anomalous term containing 75 is regularized as
<  0 ( x ) 7 /i75( 1 “t; ^  ) t p ( x )  > P V
= lim { ]-Tr 
v -x  I 2
1
7 b 5 / ( r / A 2) - p ^ - y )
+ \ T r  ~ y)
7M(^ ) / (> n /A2)7
-
$n {x ) (52)
where we used the complete set defined by
j  (j)m ( x ) ^ 4 > n { x ) d AX  
S a p S { x  -  y )
^mtn
E ' M I ) » 'M y ) J (53)
with a  and /? including Dirac and Yang-Mills indices. One can thus 
evaluate the fermion number anomaly by using the last expression of the 
“axial-current” (52) as
d „ <  > P V
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+ < M * )* (^ ) /(^ /A 2)^ (W „ (x ))
= * ]£ & (* )* ts/ ( * 2/ a 2)&i(z )
n
=  i T r  j  ^ e - S / M P / A 2 ) * 1*1
=  { - ^ W r c ^ F ^ F a p  f o r  A - » o o  (54)
where we used the relation (7 ^)* =  - 7  ^ in the present Euclidean m etric. We also followed the calculational scheme in R ef. [13] in the last step of (54).W e thus recover the conventional covariant form of anom aly for the ferm ion number current [8]. T his calculation of the fermion number an om aly in the generalized Pauli-V illars regularization was first performed by Aoki and K ikukaw a [12] on the basis o f Feynm an diagram s.
V .  C o n c lu s io n
The chiral structure is the m ost fundamental property of element ary ferm ions in modern unified gauge theory. The chiral anom aly, which is related to the chiral structure, is a subtle but profound phenomenon in field theory. It is interesting that the generalized Pauli-V illars regulariza­tion [10] successfully regularizes the W einberg-Salam  theory, although it requires an infinite number of regulator fields.T h e notion of chiral anom aly is also closely related to the so-called U ( l)  problem and strong C P  problem. In this connection, H . Banerjee and his collaborators continuously clarified the m ost fundamental aspects of the problem and suggested a careful reassessment of the path integra­tion quantization of modern gauge theory itself [14].O n  the occasion of the 60th birthday of Prof. H . Banerjee, I wish him m any happy returns.
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